
 1400بهمن  EPT واژگان آزمون سواالت وعه ممج

 

1. Erosion of the coast has caused buildings to ………. into the sea. 

1) collapse 2) integrate 3) evaporate 4) transform 

2. Treatment is not generally required, but if symptoms ………. for longer than two weeks, 

visit a doctor. 

1) decline 2) persist 3) publish 4) reinforce 

3. The government is planning to ………. a tax on all large banks operating here. 

1) restore 2) promote 3) levy 4) devote 

4. Due to limited space, we may not be able to ………. your request. 

1) enhance 2) accommodate 3) launch 4) sustain 

5. There is little ………. for people to leave their cars at home when public transport remains 

so expensive. 

1) sophistication 2) gravity 3) incentive 4) vitality 

6. This equipment was designed to ……]…. the movements of horseback riding. 

1) simulate 2) proceed 3) execute 4) impose 

7. Although emotions can be expressed, they are ………. because no one can actually touch 

them. 

1) inferior 2) dispersed 3) specific 4) intangible 

8. In a(n) ………., a ruling family headed by a king or queen holds political power. 

1) institution 2) monarchy 3) foundation 4) aristocracy 

9. The history of cotton in Egypt shows how Europeans have ………. the region's agricultural 

resources. 

1) deduced 2) dedicated 3) exploited 4) elaborated 



10. The country's strong agricultural ………. employs nearly one-third of the workforce. 

1) aspect 2) atmosphere 3) dimension 4) sector 

11. At first, I was nervous but after a few minutes, I lost my ………. and started singing with 

others. 

1) inhibitions 2) consistency 3) motives 4) potentiality 

12. He had succeeded enough at work that he was ………. retiring within three years. 

1) revealing 2) rendering 3) contemplating 4) inspecting 

13. Convection is the transfer of heat through the movement of a heated ………. such as air or 

water. 

1) component 2) fluid 3) fuel 4) texture 

14. During the ………. between the two world wars, the Japanese army grew powerful and 

aggressive. 

1) scenario 2) area 3) intersection 4) interlude 

15. Americans have ………. the idea that food is an industrial product, but Europeans see it 

as part of their culture. 

1) approached 2) embraced 3) ignored 4) encountered 

16. While he was in prison, Nelson Mandela was ………. to a small cell where he slept on the 

floor. 

1) confined 2) conformed 3) located 4) exposed 

17. Subjects who ………. to participate in the study were not informed about the purpose of 

the research. 

1) sketched 2) retained 3) consented 4) prevailed 

18. Wind is the ideal ………. to hydroelectricity because you can tone hydropower down when 

it is available. 



1) compensation 2) convergence 3) complement 4) phenomenon 

19. The ………. teenager refused to listen to his parents and did whatever he wanted to do. 

1) ambiguous 2) rebellious 3) amorphous 4) spontaneous 

20. The most profitable ………. that Virginia settlers were able to trade was corn. 

1) commodity 2) vehicle 3) enterprise 4) route 

21. This restaurant is not in the same ………. as the French café across the street. 

1) mechanism 2) criterion 3) fragment 4) league 
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